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YOUR SHARE WILL LIKELY INCLUDE:

Summer Squash
Sweet Peppers
Cucumbers
Lettuce Mix
Fresh Onions
Fresh Garlic 

FARMER'S CORNER:                         
  Visible and Invisible Seeds

Tomatoes, melons, kale, winter squash 
Zucchini, bok choi, leeks, beets, garlic 
Eggplant, lettuce, beans, and peppers 
Can you imagine what each of these  
fruits and vegetables look like?  

Think of how unique each of them is 
Their seeds are just as varying as their fruits,
leaves and roots 
They come in all different sizes, shapes, colors
and textures 
Some seeds are small and smooth, others
rough and tough 

You can probably imagine a tomato seed,  
after all those times biting into its ripe fruit? 
Or a butternut squash seed  
as you scoop them out before baking? 
Or the smooth seeds of the eggplant 
as you slice it to make eggplant parmigiana?  

But can you imagine 
what a beet seed looks like? 
Would you believe me 
if I told you that it’s rough and jagged, 
about a quarter of the size of a pencil eraser  
and it’s technically a seed pod                           
 - not even a real seed  
because it’s formed as a cluster of seeds 

Can you imagine 
what a lettuce seed looks like? 
Would you believe me  
if I told you that it’s small and oblong 
and could almost be confused for a
splinter?  

Can you imagine  
what a kale seed looks like? 
Would you believe me  
if I told you that it’s smooth as can
be, 
brown in color and teeny tiny? 

Each of the seeds as unique 
as the fruits, leaves and roots that
it produces 
Each seed with its own specific set 
of textures, colors, shapes and sizes 
Would you believe me? 

SEED STORIES: Rosa Bianca Eggplant

Rosa Bianca eggplant is not the eggplant that
you’re probably used to, but it’s arguably even
better because of its creamy texture and
delicate flavor. Rosa Bianca is not your usual
oblong, black eggplant, instead it is true to its
Italian name: both pink (rosa) and white
(bianca). What it’s plump, ribbed shape and
color lack in familiarity, it will surely make up for
it in taste. Rosa Bianca eggplant is an Italian
heirloom that has withstood the test of time and
high Italian, culinary standards. The root of the
Italian word for eggplant, melanzane,
translates to “mad apple” because of the initial
suspicion that Italians (and Europeans in
general) had that eggplants were toxic.
Thankfully, the fear of eggplant was squashed,
and eggplant became an iconic ingredient in
Italian cuisine. The Italian culinary application
of eggplant ranges from typical eggplant
parmigiana, rollatini, and caponata to the less
well-known eggplant dishes like: garlic
marinated grilled eggplant, eggplant and
tomato pasta salad, and stuffed eggplant. The
possibilities of Italian eggplant dishes are
endless and when you add in other ethnic
dishes like Indian eggplant curry, Greek
eggplant moussaka, Israeli baba ganoush and
Chinese eggplant with garlic sauce- there are
no excuses for lack of inspiration. What kind of
eggplant dish will you create this week? 

SIGHTS & SCENES FROM THE FARM
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Debora Thivierge
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Damon Green
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Joy Dinkelman
CSA/Harvest Manager

Emmett Phinney 
Greenhouse Manager

Suzie Rust 
Director of Baking & 
Culinary Arts

Farm Interns
Jason Harris
Mike Howell
Valerie Maben

43 Foxhurst Rd. South Huntington, NY 11746

516.216.5270 . www.ELIJAFarm.org

MAKE THE MOST OF YOUR SHARE:

Shish Kebabs

Marinade Ingredients:

1/2 tsp cumin
1 tsp pepper
2 TBS soy sauce
1 TBS minced garlic

Kebab Ingredients (seasonal mix & match):

3 TBS olive oil
choice of meat or meat-substitite, chunks
onions, chunks
sweet peppers, chunks
summer squash, chunks 
mushrooms
cherry tomatoes

Directions:

1. Marinating: Combine cumin and pepper 
in a small bowl.

2. Combine: Add to the meat chunks and
evenly coat, then add garlic, soy sauce,
and desired amount of oil. Lightly salt.

3. Refrigerate: Tightly cover meat with
plastic or put it in a large resealable
plastic bag. Let marinate for at least 2
hours or overnight

4. Grill: Preheat the grill to medium high
heat. Thread the meat and your choice
of  vegetables onto the skewers. Grill for
8-10 minutes until the meat is done to
desired liking.

Pair with couscous, rice, corn, grilled cabbage
and/or shishito peppers. Enjoy!

Wishlist Wednesday
Every Wednesday, The ELIJA Farm
asks our community through email
and Facebook to donate one specific
item from our Amazon Wishlist to help
the farm thrive and grow even more.
We are always so thankful for each
person that donates an item, and
every person that donates one of our
Wishlist Wednesday items will be
highlighted in the following week’s
Wishlist posting!

Thank you for the generous
donations:

Stacy Zauderer (Gorilla Cart)

Annie Jue (Gorilla Cart)

Shauna Weinberg (Rocking Chairs)

Next Week's Wishlist Item:

Woven Cotton Rope Double
Hammock and Stand 

CSA 411

We thank you so much for investing
in ELIJA Farm and taking the risk of
prepaying for your share! Every
week's share has what is in
abundance that week. Providing
produce to over 75 families is a big
undertaking, but we are so honored
to be able to involve our diverse
population in this work. We apologize
if you get too much or too little of
something; please feel free to use the
swap box to trade out what you don't
like and hopefully you can get
something that you prefer. Also,
please give us your feedback so that
we can plan better for next seaon.

Thank you,

ELIJA Farm Team! 

UPCOMING CSA SHARE PICK-UP DATES

Saturday, August 3
Tuesday, August 6
Saturday, August 10
Tuesday, August 13
Saturday, August 17th
Tuesday, August 20th

ELIJA Farm is a sustainable, non-profit farm in
South Huntington, NY committed to using
environmentally responsible practices to raise
high quality, organically grown produce. The
ELIJA Farm CSA is dedicated to enriching the
health and wellness of our community through
dynamic learning opportunities to its diverse
membership. ELIJA Farm subscribes to the
Farmer’s Pledge, a voluntary program created
by the Northeast Organic Farming Association
of New York. 
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